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What are Wisdom Dialogues?
Wisdom Dialogue is a process of reflecting that we engage to generate greater agility and ability to
derive value from the situations in which we find ourselves.
Perhaps you are facing a challenge that threatens your composure, equanimity, or something that you
hold dear; maybe your question is one of clarifying the path forward, or perhaps you feel invited to
understand yourself in new ways, these are circumstances ripe for Wisdom Dialogue.
Wisdom Dialogues begin with your indigenous intention and quickly open up to discover your own innate
capacity to know the way through. The process is one of dialogic exploration, curiosity, and creativity
which drives momentum towards a state of realized capacity. The truth of the matter is that you are
already everything you need. Together, we will simply clarify your vision and ability to walk in wisdom and
in beauty.
Perhaps most importantly, our process constitutes a very safe look deep into the mirror. I will help you
take your own reflection, turn it back, and leverage it for resolving your own challenge, and more clearly
revealing your own strengths and opportunities.
What is the process?
Most often our engagement with the Wisdom Dialogue process begins with a STAGES Assessment and
formal debrief session. (See related materials, attached or on our website for detail on this.)
Having dropped into the powerful STAGES perspective, we will have a tremendous foundation to
explore, in real time, the most generative relationship you may form to the objects of your intention and
concern.
On your initial intake questionnaire, we will have some foundational statements regarding your core
questions, values, concerns, and perhaps even goals. Through the process of your Assessment and our
debrief of that journey, your sense and intelligence regarding these things will begin to further deepen.
This will empower us in collaboration to deliver the full value on this kind of reflective engagement.
By applying the process of Wisdom Dialogues, we will uncover hidden opportunities, allies, and help you
to clarify your own deeper motivations and integrity. Oftentimes the process can feel profound at the
beginning, but by the end you will tend to find you have realized your own self, capabilities and capacities
in a way that feels familiar in a timeless sense.
As your counselor, it will be my role to guide you on a path of insight with integrity, an eye to the ethics
of our journey together, and to safeguard your sense of safety and confidence throughout the process.
A typical engagement will last for three months with a formal Wisdom Dialogue once per month. The first
month will also include the STAGES Assessment and associated conversation to debrief the results of
that metric and your experience with it. After this initial phase you may opt to continue your engagement
on an à la carte basis, checking in as desired to refresh and continue to build your own capacity for the
ongoing Wisdom Dialogue unfolding within.
Feel free to schedule with us for an initial conversation at your leisure:
http://www.wisdomcounsel.life/InfoCall
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Basic Services and Fees
Wisdom Dialogue Foundation Packages

— $1600

Includes: STAGES Assessment (assessment includes a written report with practical
recommendations for action); Formal STAGES Debrief Coaching session to assimilate the value
and insight of the assessment; Three (3) monthly Wisdom Dialogue engagements – 60 minutes
each.
À la carte:
Individual Wisdom Dialogue sessions

STAGES Assessment

— without Foundation Package: $375
— after Foundation Package: $275
— with report: $400
— with report and Personal Debrief session: $650

The STAGES Debrief and Wisdom Dialogue engagements take place over Zoom videoconference
and require a basic broadband Internet connection. Alternately these engagements can take place
by telephone as well.
Related Services
Wisdom Dialogues are also usefully applied to organizational teambuilding and project work, as
well as contexts of dispute resolution. See website or accompanying materials for details.
The STAGES Assessment and Debrief offering is also a powerful standalone service. See website
at www.WisdomCounsel.life or accompanying materials for details.
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